










 Cuisine - Desserts, Gourmet Tea & Coffee

Located on the lobby level of the hotel, Indus Express is an Indian specialty restaurant which
traces a vintage journey across pre-Partition, undivided India’s North West Frontier. The menu 
is an exceptional treasure trove of home-style recipes from Kashmir, Pothovar 
(present-day Peshawar), Rawalpindi, Amritsar, Khyber and Lahore.  It is derived from the 
five rivers – Jhelum, Sutlej, Beas, Ravi and Chenab- which flow through the Indus basin region, 
creating a robust food trail. Family recipes from along this trail have been patiently researched 
and recreated by our chefs, using fresh hand-pounded masalas (spice mixes), complex cooking
techniques which - often, literally - involve a trial by fire and bucketfuls of soul. The restaurant’s 
all-white interiors, dotted with copper bartans (utensils), colonial-era maps and miniature trains, 
plus an al fresco section for aperitifs and conversations, build an atmosphere that prepares diners 
for a unique voyage, flagged off with a signature exotic seeds and spice-infused almond milk 
drink, Khyber-ki-sardai. While meat-lovers can expect the ride of a lifetime, vegetarians cruise 
along on smoked and spiced aubergine, rare gucchi (morel) mushroom and lotus stem delicacies, 
all paired with international wines. Regular specials and a chef’s table keep the Indus Express 
journey full of surprises with beautiful memories recreated at every stop. Hours - 15:00 - 00:00

Hours - 19:00 - 23:45



Our chic and cheery all-day diner is located on the lobby level of the hotel. True to its Latin meaning – 
to create and grow - Creo is designed to encourage conversations and build friendships over an 
inclusive menu of Indian, Italian and Asian cuisines. While the a la carte menu has loyal fans, Creo's 
breakfast, lunch and dinner buffets are legendary. Sunday buffets are a social and gastronomic fiesta, 
with three open, interactive kitchens and live music keeping both adults and children entertained. 
Chat over the teppanyaki counter, indulge in Delhi's beloved tangy chaat (street-style snacks), 
customize your own pizza, or seek the advice of our friendly servers for elegant food pairings. Fitness 
and diet conscious guests can choose from a special wellness menu with gluten-free and high-fibre 
options. Whether you're looking for a leisurely sit-down feast with family and friends, a light but 
delicious mini-meal between meetings, or are craving a late night bowl of comfort food promising 
the familiarity of home – Creo has your many food moods covered.

Start your experience with a mocktail to beat the Delhi heat. If you prefer a cocktail, give the 
range of refreshing and cooling signature cocktails a try. Triangle (inspired by the geometrical 
design of the hotel. A blend of 3 flavours of tequila, carrot and star anise), Back To Square (a 
unique amalgamation of gin, turmeric syrup, lime juice, and egg white), Ring (Prepared with 
whisky, cloves, apple fresh, and rosemary), Cube (a unique amalgamation of vodka, honey and 
lime juice, kefir lime leaves, fresh cucumber slices and mint leaves).

Mutoon Pepper Fry with Malabar Parantha (Lamb cooked with black pepper and 
south Indian spices served with Malabar paranthas), Truffle & Wild Mushroom 
Risotto (Ceps and field mushroom cooked with caramel rice, parmesan, and truffle), 
Vivanta Chicken Kathi Wrap (Spiced chicken tikka peppers and onion julienne 
wrapped in a griddled bread), Vivanta Paneer Kathi Wrap (Cottage cheese, peppers 
and onion julienne wrapped in a griddled bread), Evergreen Tiramisu (Coffee liquor-
infused mascarpone cream on sponge fingers with chocolate cigar)

NEW VIVANTA SIGNATURE COCKTAILS





From Subhash Nagar's aloo tikki chaat (crisp, stuffed potato galettes), Janakpuri's 
chole kulcha (chickpeas cooked Amritsar-style and served with kulcha bread), 
Yamuna Bank's chicken tawa kebab (Spiced Chicken patty cooked on Tawa to 
perfection), and Noida City Centre's bhalla papri (Urad dal dumpling served with 
curd & raw mango chutney), Delhi's biggest street food legends are lined up to 
delight the secret glutton in you. 
Unravel real-time Blue line gourmet specialties where the chef will personally 
accompany you in this interesting culinary journey of destinations. 









Work at your own pace at the contemporary Bits Lounge where you work and play at 
the same time. Avail access to an array of culinary and technological offerings. You talk 
business or work leisure as quickly as possible. 



www.vivantahotels.com/en-in/vivanta-new-delhi-dwarka/
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